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EFFECT OF”TEE LAMtiti BOtiMiY
AND THE PRESSURE DRAG*
By H. G6rtler
1. INTRODUCTION
The following considerations refer to two-dimensional, not neces-
sarily steady laminar movementc of an infinitely extended fluid without
free surfaces, for very small friction, about a bodyl immersed in this
fluid; they deal with the mutual influence between the boundary layer
developing in the proximity of the body and the outer flow which is
practically free from friction.
We denote by X and Y the coordinates of a Cartesian right-hand
system of the plane fixed with respect to the body, by x and y the
customary boundary layer coordinates defined in a zone near the wall
(that is, an orthogonal right-hand system where x signifies the
wall-arc length measured from a fixed contom point, y the wall distance
measured positively from the wall toward the fluid).
Furthermore, R(x) is assumed to be the radius of curvature of
the wall which we define in the manner that has become customary for
boundary layer investigations, in contrast to the usual mathematical
definition, as positive for walls which are convex with respect to
the fluid.2 Finally, u and v are assumed to be the velocity
components of the boundary-layer flow, U and V the corresponding
components of the potential flow about the body in x or y direction,
~ and ~ the velocity components of the potential flow in X or Y
direction.
*“Ver&r~ngungswirkungder laminaren Grenzschichten und
Druckwiderstand.” Ingenieur-Archiv,vol. 14, 1944; pp. 286-305.
%Che contour of the cylinder cross section in the flow plane
should, if no other requirements are made explicitly, be of continuous
curvature and fre!,of multiple paint singularities; it may go to infinity.
2 ....In order.to have ””fithe defined range of x, y a reversible
one-to-one relation between X, Y“ and x, y; the requirement must
be made that there R + y # O. This does not impose any”further
limitation, however, since according to presupposition in the boundary
I Ellayer region y << 1.
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If the well-known ~oundary layer omissions are permissible, the
general hydrodynamic equations of motion are reduced to the following
boundary-layer equations:
&+, uau au 1 ap ~ a2u
—+V—=-’——+
at. ax ay P & &Z!
,.
au+ h=o,
ax by
(1.la)
(1.lb)
where t signifies the time, p the constant density, and v the
constant ktiematic’viscosityof the fluid. Furthermore, p = p(x,t)
is the pressure impressed on the boundary layer by the outer flow.
Insofar as the outer flow noticeably deviates from the regular potential
flow about the body, p(x,t) must be determined on the basis of special
considerations or be taken from pressure measurements. In the present
report, we consider only cases where the potential-theoreticalpressure
distribution in first approximation is sufficient for the boundary-layer
calculation according to equations (1.1). In this boundary-layer theory
approximation, the potential ~elocity prevailing at the “outer edge” of
the boundary layer is replaced by the ~tential flow prevailing about
the body itself, thus by U(x,O,t), and the pressure term in
equation (1.la) is calculated from Euler’s equation of motion with
U(x,o,t) SUo(x,t) as
(1.2)
The boundary condition required in addition to the adherence conditions
u=v.Oatthewall y.O is that U assume asymptotically for
increasing y~e the values UO(xjt). (Re is the Reynolds number
formed with a characteristic length and a characteristic velocity.)
The described omissions, correct in the Lbnit for indefinitely
increasing Reynolds numbers, are only an approximation for the large
but still finite Re-values for which laminar flow is plainly ptill
@ssible. Particularly the connection between the boundary-layer flow
thus calculated and the outer ~tential flow, assumed to be undisturbed,
3 —
~he imaginary line, denoted above, in the customary manner of
expression, as the “outer edge” of the boundary layer, runs at the
distance from the wall y = b(x,t)(’’boundary-layerthickness”) at
which u practically attatis the value Uo(x,t) for the accuracy
requirements in each case.
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does not satisfy continuity. Thus the question arises: What actual
course does the outer, practically frictionless flow which is modified
by the boundary layer take? This problem and the related one regarding
the calculation of the pressure drag will be discussed below..The
considerationswill
2. DISPLAC~
be applied to
EFFECT OF THE
We assume a body which, from
relative to the surrounding fluid.
an example in all details.
BOUNDARY LAYER ON THE OUTER FLOW
a state of rest, is set in motion
In this case, the boundary layer
gradually developing from the start of the movement will be very thin
at first, so that for sufficiently small times of movement the regular
,potential flow about the body itself, as outer flow, may be taken as a
basis for the boundary layer calculation in good approximation. The
well-known investigation concerning the origin of the boundary layers
(H. Blasiusk), 56and later extensions ~ are based on this assumption.
However, with increasing times t the boundary layer increases, for a
finite Reynolds number, up to a noticeable thickness; in general, it
will influence the outer flow by mass displacement away from the wall
to a corresponding extent. For a corresponding improvement of the
customary boundary-layer theory approxhation sketched in section 1,
one must therefore consider the mutual influence of the increasing
boundary layer and the outer-flow. It suggests itself to attain such
an improvement in first approximation by using at first the displacement
effect on the basis of the original boundary-layer calculation, and
hence determining a correspondingly corrected course of the outer flow.
In a second step one would then have to calculate the boundary-layer
flow anew, taking the above new outer flow as a basis. However, it will
generally not be possible to carry out this improved boundary-layer
calculation, using the new outer pressure distribution, according to the
old scheme (equations (1.1) with the boundary conditions formulated
there in the text), since the curvature effects, so far neglected h
the boundary-layer equations, generally contribute amounts which can no
longer be neglected withi.nthe scope of such an improved boundary-l~yer.
calculation. We shall return to this later on (section 4).
blasius, H.: Grenzschicht,enin Fl&sigkeiten mit kleiner Reibung
(The Boundary Layers ti Fluids with Little Friction). Dissertation
G&ttigen, Zeitschrift f& Mathematik und Physik 56, 1908, p. 1.
(Available as NACA TM 1256.)
~,o~t~e) EO: Grenzschichten an Rotationsk6rpern in Fliissigkeiten
-.
mit kleiner Reibung. (Boundary Layers on Bodies of Revolution h Fluids
with Little Friction). Diss. G&tkingen, EI08.
6Goldstein, S., and Rosenhead, L.: Proc. Cambridge Phil. Sot. 32,
I-936,P. 392.
1A
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The improved flow calculation aspired to is of decisive impmtance
for the numerical determination of the pressure drag7. This becomes
~rticularly obvious, if one visualizes a body of finite dimension
transferred from a state of rest into a state of rectilinear-uniform
movement relative to the surrounding fluid of infinite extension. For
this terminal state the potential-theoretical pressure distribution, so
far, in first approximation,”taken as a basis for the boundary-layer
calculation, does not yield smy pressure drag (d’Alembert’s paradox).
Thus, small as the changes in pressure gradient at the body caused here
by the boundary layer may be relative to the ~tential-theoretical
pressure gradient, they alone constitute the pressure drag.
We want to emphasize here once more that, as we discussed before
in the introduction, we do not include in oux considerations flows
where, for instance, by pronounced separation of the boundary layer, ~
the outer frictionless flow is considerably transformed compared to the
potential flow about the body. Of course, precisely such processes are
of foremost importance for the originating pressure drag in many flow
problems. Such processes cannot be included within the scope of the
following considerations which are based on the boundary-layer theo-
retical approximation. However, we should like to refer here to a
related reyrt by M. Schwabe8 where the pressure distribution after
completed boundary-layer separation is determined according to.an
empirical formulation for the example of the circular cyliyder set into
rectilinear-uniformmotion from a state of rest. The space taken up by
the pair of vortices developing on the back of the cyltider after the
separation is determined by observation and then simulated by calculation
by superysition of a suitable time-dependent source-sink flow on the
ordinary potential flow about the cylinder. me then obtains outside
of this space a streamline pattern which corresponds well to actual
conditions, and a pressure drag caused by the nonsteady acceleration
fields.
Furthermore, we want to point out that J. Pretschg dereloped an
approximative method for theoretical determination of the pressure drag
7“pressure drag” = the component in direction of the movement of
the resultant pressure force on the entire body surface, also called
(less correctly) “formalrag”. Pressure drag + friction drag = total
drag (presupposingnon-existence of free surfaces).
8Schwabe, M.: tier Druckermittlung in der nichtstation&ren ebenen
Stromung (On the Determination of Presswe in a Nonsteady Two-Dimensional
Flow). Diss. G6ttingen. Ing.-Archiv 6, 193.5, P. 34.
9Pretsch, J.: Zux theoretischen Berechnung des Profilwiderstandes
(ConcerntigTheoretical Calculation of the Profile Drag). Diss. G6ttingen,
Jahrbuch 1938 der deutschen Luftfahrtforschung, p. I 60. (Availableas
NACATM 1009.)
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of profiles in a steady flow by taking the displacement effect of the
boundary layer into account. In a procedure similar to ours he pre-
sup~ses that no separation of the boundary layer, or only a slight one,
‘takes place; in the steady case this signifies, however, a limitation
to slender profiles at a small angle of attack 60 that here the total
profile drag is due in the greatest part to surface friction. Our
consideration,related in the basic idea, refers at the outset to non-
steady flows as well and aims chiefly at the problem of the drag origin
in movements of cylindricalbodies of arbitrary profile from a state of
rest for small times after the start of motion, naturally without being
limited to these movements. Also, it follows a different method.
Whereas Pretsch makes the additional assumption that the friction losses
in the wake behind the body may be neglected, probably satisfied in
good approximation in view of his presupposition quoted above (“Bodies
of Small Drag”), and then is able to determine, within this scope, the
pressure drag from momentum considerations in a stiple and general
manner without actually having to calculate the corrected outer potential
flow in every single case, we abstain from this or a similar simplifying
assumption because we set ourselves a problem of a different type.
~
In the following considerationswe shall first deal with the first
... step of problem formulation, namely, the correction of the outer poten-
“7’tial flow by consideration ~f the d~splacement effect (resulting from;Yt\
,,\’J the boundary-layer flow calculated in-first approxhnation), and-shall
\./ discuss a few questions arising h case of nonsteady conditions. After
,>thatthe second step which leads to the calculation of the pressure drag
,~will be treated in general and carried out numerically on an exsmple.
.71 J’,,,
“?(,J,@ 3. CORRECTION OF THE OUTER POTENTIAL FLOW
,.
First, one has to ftid an appropriate measure for the displacement
effect of the boundary layer on the outer flow. For that purpose the
well-known boundary-layer theoretical length presents itself which is
called “displacement thiclmess” and denoted by 5*.
The formulation of the boundary condition for u(x,y,t) for
indefinitely increasing y- was based on the conception that the
potential theoretical velocity distribution for the large (though still
finite) values of the Reynolds numbers of interest may be regarded
practically as constant.hi first approximation for the very small thick-
ness of the boundary layer and may, therefore, be j?utequal to U(x,o,t).
The
the
and
definition of the displacement thickness 5* is likewise based on
conception of this streamline approximation ~(x,y,t) =Uo(x,t)
thus for reasons of continuity V(x,y,t) = -YaUO/b~.
6The quantity 5* is explained as
ported at a fixed pint x at a fixed
and the oute,redge Y = ~(x,t) of the
pa
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follows: The fluid volume trans-
time t between the wall y . 0
boundary layer in unit time
equals JO u dy. The ptential flow about the body would transprt, if
the streamline approximation described above were taken for a basis, the
volume UO(x,t)b through the.same cross-section in unit time. The
difference between these two quantities, that is, the loss in rate of
flow per unit time caused by the viscosity effect, leads by virtue of
J’5Uob - u dy = uob*o
to the definition of the length 5*
+J’)uo-+@b*(x)t) =U (3.1)
~ompare figure 1; the hatched areas are equal. Of comse, any other
length y = Y1 > b may be selected instead of the upper limit b of
the integral in equation (3.1), as long as the velocity U(x,y,t)
in O~yZy~ is replaced by UO(x,t)~ According to definition,
~+ is, therefore, a measure of the displacement of the streamlines of
the outer ptential flow away from the body on the basis of the reduction
(caused by the friction layer near the body) in the quantity of fluid
flowing by the point x at the time t. (Therein a streamline in its .
identity for all times is prescribedby the fact that it, together with
the wall y = O, includes a stream tube of temporally constant through
flow.)
In order to obtain, instead of the potential flow about the pre-
scribed body, a corrected outer ptential flow which takes the dis-
placement effect of the boundary layer into account, we visualize the
following model flow: Outside of a line Y = ~*(x,t)
with y = 5*
a potential flow
as streamline is assumed to flow. Within O ~ y < 5*
one assumes water at rest relative to the body. In this model flow the
same quantity of fluid is to flow past the bo@ per unit time as in the
viscous fl:-.~.Equation (3.1) then indicates the value of b*(x,t) in
first approximation for sufficientlyhigh Re values.
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As to the line y . 5* which is to he a streamline of our substitute
flow, it must be taken into consideration that for the general nonsteady
case the course of this line varies with time. The line y = 5* then
is ,amovable dividing line between potential flow and water at rest.
In contrast to the dynamic dividing lines, it therefore consists in
general not permanently of the same fluid particles, but represents,
for reasons of continuity, a permeable line. In mathematical formulation
the boundary condition to be stipulated expresses that the normal
component of the potential-flow velocity along the dividing line
y = 5*(x,t) should vanish every moment. Then y = 5* is a stre~~em
A simple example which we shall investigate more thoroughly later
(section5) will serve to clear up these conditions. Weassume thata
circular cylinder of the radius R is set at the time t = 0, from a
state of rest, relative to the surrounding infinitely extended fluid,
into a rectilinear and uniformly accelera~ed
its axis. The frictionless flow relative to
-thevelocity potential
‘o= 4+%
where r and ~ signify polar coordinates
to the center of the circle, r =R + y, 8
motion perpendicular to-
the body is then given by
a
in the flow plane, referred
. 7c- Xfi, and b denotes
a constant acceleration. This potentiai flow yield’s{he pressure
variation on r.R required for the usual boundary-layer calculation.
For very small times (small compared to the time t = tA of the start
of separation) this calculation results in a displacement thickness
5* increasing proportionally to ~ti-j For these very small times after
the start
therefore
[
Ol=btr
1
of the motion the potential of our improved outer
reads
1, (R + c{~)icos 0r
flow
R+cfi
6* = Cflvt, c = const.)
8.
The line y . cm
fluid starting from
flow correspondingly
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is a stresmdine. While it travels out into the
t . 0, the streamline pattern of the entire outer
varies continuouslylo.
In order to clarify the conception we shall add a few remarks
regarding the mass displacement of the b’oundarylayers. The streamline
displacement thickness 5* does by no means always represent at the
same time a measure for the mass displacement. This becomes immediately
clear from the following simple example. An unlimited plane wall which
up to the time t = O is at rest relative to the surrounding infinitely
extended fluid is assued to be moved in itself, according to an arbitrary
acceleration law, starting from t=o. A certain velocity profile
(which is known tobe easily deftied) develops, andone obtains a dis-
placement thickness ~+ different from zero. Howe~er, a mass displace.
ment away from the wall does not take place due to vao~=u(y,t].
We could have made clear the difference in the two displacement phenomena
in a perfectly analogous manner on the case of the circular cylinder
set rotating about its axis from a state of rest; thus we should have
spared ourselves the fiction of an infinitely extended body. Here, just
as in the above limiting case of the plane wall, a boundary layer
develops; a mass displacement away from the cylinder in radial direction,
however, cannot take place due to reasons of continuity and symmetry.
If one relinquishes this symmetry by selecting for instance instead of
the circular cylinder a cylinder slightly wavy in comparison, the mass
displacement normal to the contour will be, in general, different from
zero; however, the length 6* does not present a measure for it.
10We shall give here for comparison the velocity potential $ of
the corresponding flow about an expanding impermeable circular cylinder.
If its contour is prescribed by r = R(t), one has
The additively appearing source yields that additional fluid in the
outer space r = R(t) which the impermeable circular cylinder itself
displaces while expanding
&
()
.@&
‘i”r=(t)
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Looking for a measure for the mass displacement, one may start from
the relation following from equation (3.1) by differentiationwith respect
to x and consideration of the continuity equation
&(uob*) =V(x,b,t) +bg(x,t) (3.2)
(Again any y= yl >5 maybe substituted for b). The right side
indicates the excess of the v-velocity at the edge of the boundary
layer compared to the V-velocity - b~UO/bx of the corres~nding
frictionless flow prevailing there. Thus the entire volume displaced
by friction effect between two points X. and Xl per unit time is
at any rate always prescribed by
Jxl In(v -V)dx= Uob’ [1- uo~*% X=xl x.%
We now visualize, as in the definition of 5*, a model flow. We assume
a frictionless potential flow, with the quantity 5% generally different
from 5*, to be prevailing for Y ~ b+(x,t); the length ~+ is assumed
to be fixed so that precisely the fluid which actually is displaced by
the friction effect would flow through O S y S 5+ with the
velocity UO. Inside Osysb* we assume for our model flow water
at rest relative to the body. Then there follows
*(uo~*) =+(U05*).
from equation (3.2)
(3.3)
Hence there results by integration for the “mass displacement
thickness” 5* the statement
uo(b* - M) = f(tj, (3.4)
that is, this difference is only dependent,on t.
Hence one can recognize: If one were to proceed in the determination
of the first correction of the outer potential flow described above,
,,. , , ,, ,.. . ..... .. ..—-
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and therewith of the pressure field correction for large Re-values,
in such a manner that one would make not y = 5* but y . 5* for all
times the streamline of the substitute flow, the result would remain
unchanged, according to equation (3.4). Both models differ at any
moment only in the numbering of the streamlines.
As to the relation between 5* and 5*, one may state: If one
assumes that at the respective time t the stream tube which includes
at the point x the region dy=yl with yl~b followed up
upstream finally blends completely in a region where the flow is
frictionless (case of approach flow), 8* a 8*. If, however, this
presupposition is not fulfilled, as for instance in the examples with
vanishtig 5* selected above, the conclusion drawn above is not valid,
either. In every flow of this type the stresmtube just considered is
either bounded by the wall in its entire course upstream, or it leaves
the wall in stretches as when a separation of the boundary layer material
from the Lody with subsequent readherence takes place~ upstream
(case of longitudinal flow.) The value of b+ at the time t canbe
given for all x if one is able to give, in addition to the variation
of b*(x,t), lmown according to equation (3.1), the value of 5* at a
difference sta~~el;
W for equation (3.4) then yields only t,hesingle point
l%tisalways presuppsed that the flov in the x-intervalof
interest of the body contour and outside of the boundary layer next to
the body is frictionless. Thus for instance the case where the body
gets into its own wake during the motion is left out of consideration.
121t must be noted, though, that cases exist where it is impssible
on principle to give such a value. Let us visualize for instance the
boundary-layer flow originating when an unlimited wald, deviating from
a mean plane by surface waviness, is moved in Its mean plane out of a
state of rest. If no special conditions prevail, the expression for the
total volume displaced at the time t up to a pint x in unit time
will not even be unique.
.-
)
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Therewith we shall close this little digression concerning mass
displacement. Following we shall make use only of the streamline
displacement thicbess 5*.
.
4. CALCULATION OF TKE PRESSURE DRAG IN FIRST APPROXIMATION
With the improvement in the calculation of the outer potential flow
a more accurate specificationof the pressure distribution in the outer
frictionless flow becomes possible. However, we must warn here against
the following fallacy: In general, one cannot use the resulting pressure
distribution at the edge of the boundary layer as impressed
t-pressurep(xjt) for an improved bo~dary.layer calculation according
to the equations (1.1) and (1.2); for the obtained correction of the
outer pressure gradient is, h “general,of the same order of magnitude
as the terms which have been neglected in the equations of motion. To
obtain an improved boundary-layer calculation it would thus be necessary
to take corresponding further terms into consideration in the equations
of-motion as well.
The general Navier-Stokes equations of motion and the continuity
equation read in our curvilinear coordinates x,y in full strictness13
.>
&_l R thl bl.1 UV lR I:2Uap+v .:—-l- —u—-l—v--l- —=-———
h R+y i)X by R+y PR
1
R+y
+Yax Iay21-
au R2 b2u
—.
~+(R+y)2&?
2R av
+
(R : y)2 (R+y)2~-
Ry 1dRau——(R+y)3dx ax’
.-
1-)
(4.la)
‘%!ornparejfor instance: Tollmien, W.: Grenzschichttheorie
(Boundary-LayerTheory). Handbuch der Exper,~entalphysik (Manual of
Experimental Physics) Vol. 4, Part I, ,p.248; Leipzig 1931.
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& R >+V& U* 1 ap
[
a% i. au+
—+— —.— =-.— -
b-t R+y u ax by R+y p dy ‘v~# (R+y)2ax
1 h R2 b%
R+y~+(R+y)2~-
(4.2a)
+ —u+
(R ; y)2 (R t y)3 ~
1Ry dR&.—(R+y)3ti ax’
R &+av
——
—+~. 0.
R+yax ay R+y
(4.>a)
Therein R (x) denotes the radius of curvature of the wall contour y . 0
(contrary to the mathematical definition positive on walls convex with
respect to the flow).
If one considers in these equations, on the basis of the customary
.
estimates founded on the physical picture, only the term of highest
order for very large Reynolds numbers Re = UL/v (U is a characteristic
velocity, L a characteristic length), one arrives, in the ~o~
manner, at the boundary-layer equations (1.1)14. If one considers in
improved approximation also the terms of the order O(b/L) compared
with 0(1), there results
au au au 1 ap a2u luau ~+yap+vzh
—+U—+V—+—— -v—= —— —— (4.1)
at ax ay p ax ay2 R X-R ~ ax R ay’
(4.2)
14Compare2 for instance> W. Tollmien, footnote 13.
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(4.3)
On the left side are the terms from equation (1.1), on the right the
newly added terms.
The correction of the outer pressure we obtained above is, in
general, of this same order O(b/L). Thus, if one wants to perform with
this hnproved outer flow an improved boundary-layer calculation (second
approximation for large Re), one can in general no longer neglect the
right sides and can, therefore, no longer calculate with a
pressure p = p(x,t) impressed on the boundary layer. (Compare addi-
~tionalremark at the end of this section.)
For calculatiomof the pressure drag in first approximation for
large Re,” the problem that interests us here, the solution is simpler.
We now know, according to the ex~sitions of section 3, the outer pressure
field, far remote from the body, sufficiently accurately; it only remains
for us to continue this pressuxe field up to the body surface by deter-
mining the pressure gradient in y-direction through the boundary layer.
Equation (4.2) serves this purpose: It yields ap/~y sufficiently
accurately for this approximation, if we substitute in it on the right
side u from the first boundary-layer approximation.
If y = b(x,t) denotes the “outer edge” of the boundary layer,
and p[x,b(x,t),t~ is the pressure distributio~ of<the tiproved outer
potential flow along this line, one has for O = y = b in this
approximation
P
f’
82
P(x)Y>t) = P(x)~,t) - —R(x) u W.
Y
(4.4)
The pressure drag of the unit length of the cylinder in the flow becomes
w~ =
f
p(x,o,t) Cos Cpdx
K
\
(4.5)
f[ u
52= P(x,~,t) -
R% ~
Udy Cos q dx,
K
. )
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Wherein q signifies the angle between surface normal and main flow
direction, and the integral isl~ be formed over the entire contour K
of the cylinder cross section.
15Additional remark at the time of proof correction: Regarding
the problem of an improved calculation of the boundary layer flow
(second approximation for moderately large Remolds numbers), not
followed up further in the present report, the following calculation
procedure seems to me to be promising:
1. Calculation of the boundary layer in the customary first
approximation for very large Re.
2. Hence correction of the outer frictionless flow according to
Ziff’s method.
3. Improved calculation of the pres~~e field p(x,y,t) ~ the
boundary-layer zone according to equation (4.4).
4. Again calculation of the velocity components u and v of the
boundary layer in second approximation from equations (4.l)and (4.3),
using ths pressure field calculated above and.replacing the right sides
of equations (4.1) and (4.3) by the known expressions of first approxi-
mation so that the newly added terms of the order O(b/R) compared with
1“appear in the calculation as prescribed functions.
15
5..EXA?m#
k- .,. .
Following we “shallconsider-as an example a nonstea~ flow-which
originates if a body is, from a state of rest, set into a rectii~ear
~.
motion relative to the surrounding infinitely extended fluid, onward
from t =0. The relative velocity of the undisturbed approach flow\
with respect to the body visualized as being at rest is assumed to
%he simplest, almost trivial example on which the method developed
may be tested is the case of the plane steady stagnation petit flow.
Here the strict solution of the Navier.Stokes equations is known, and
the flow near the wall calculated on the basis of the boundary-layer
theory is known to agree with the exact solution. If one replaces the
potential-theoretical stagnationpoint flow at the wall by the stag-
nation point flow at the wall shifted by 5*(= const.), one obtains
as the corrected outer flow for y>h also full agreement with the
exact solution. Since the outer pressure gradient parallel to the wall
has remained unchanged in this correction and the wall is plane, an
tiprovement of the boundary-layer calculation proves to be impossible
as it.has to be. Thus the exact solution has already been attained with
this one step.
A further example with plane body boundaries (for which the
boundary-layer equations (1.1) therefore are valid except for terms of
the order 0(b2/R2) compared with 1) is the case of longitudinal flow
over a plate. According to Blasius, elsewhere, 6* . 1.73 q;m
(Um free stream velocity, x distance from the leading edge of the
plate). With the improved outer pressuxe distribution calculated as
suggested above, there results as the superimposedpressure for an
improved boundary calculation
[ 1
-1
Pus 1+ 1.35 Re(x)p(x) = ~
\ (Re(x) =Umx/V). One does obtain here a considerable pressure correc-
~ tion since the.new outer flow has a stagnation point, but one recognizes
J that the pressure correction has already dropped at Re(x) = 75 to
:1 1 percent of the stagnation pressure. However, in the proximity of theI leading edge of theplate (small Re(x) - values) Blasius’ boundary
II layer equation cannot be used. An improved calculation of the flow
‘~ which.in this range does not use the boundary layer approximations is
~
still lacking. Thus for the time being the method of improvement for
larger Re(x) suggested in this report cannot be utilized for this
example.
i.
i,I
y
,,,,,,,, .,,,.. . . - —!!-.! . -- . ,., ,. -.. .
,,,.,, 1. II ., .-—----- . . . . . . . ...-.-.— . . .——.
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be ~= Cotn(c. =
velocity OO(x,t)
form
const., n 20,
along the body
f
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t 20). Then the potential
boundaries can be represented,
[
O for tsO,
Uo(x,t) =
q(x)tn for t~O
}
in the
(5.1)
We assume w(x,y,t) to be the stream function of the boundary-layer
flow defined by”-u = ~$/ay, “v = - ~V/~x which is obtained when the
pressure gradient to be calculated from equation (5.1) according’to
equation (1.2) is taken as a basis, on the strength of the boundary-
layer equations (1.1), thus in the customary first approximation for
very large Re-values. Generalizing the series development’sset up
by Blasius17 for the special cases n = O (sudden transition from state
of rest to motion at constant velocity) and n = 1 (uniform acceleration)
one obtains the result
[*(x,Yjt) = 2{’t qtn~n,o(?)+ qq’t 1a+lCn,l(q)+ l 00 ) (5.2)
thus a series development in powers of t‘+1 (that is, in powers of
the distance coveredby the body). The appearing coefficient functions
Knob-l), Cnl(v), ““” with ?l= y/2~t are universal functions of q.
Mo~e detail; may be found in the appendix to this report.
From equation (5.2) follows ‘
n o + qq’tu = qtn{l a+j;,l+ ....
>
[
1
(5.3)
2 2n+lv.- 2fit q!tnr 1no+ (q! +qq”)t Knl+l .. .J J
17Compare footnote 4 on page 3.
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The boundary conditions are satisfiedby virtue of
- ,. ,.
(5.4)
where there is always, here and later on
~, =Lc
n,K d~ n,~”
For the streamline displacement thickness 5* there results
1b:(x,t)=qii~n - q’(x)tn+h.l(m)- ““” (5*5)
with
r 1
(5.6)
(A”few numerical values ~ are given in the
as an example the ’flowabout
appendix.)
a &irciilarcylinder. InWe consider
the mode of notation of
frictionless flow about
section 3, the velocity ~tentiai of”the
the circular cylinder is given by
0 0 = U(t)(r + R;) Costi (5.7)
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Hence the velocity at.the periphery of the cylinder is calculated as
Uo(x,t) = q(x)tn = m(t) sin 0, (5.8)
and the resulting pressure distributional the body surface is
[
—
po(x,t) = Pd - 1p ZR(COS 73+ 1) ~+ 2u-2(t)sin*o , (5.9)
where pal(t) is the pressure at the forward stagnation pint. The
potential-theoreticalpressure drag of the length
at rest is therefore
f
*Y(
W.-L
DO
pO COS fj Rdfi= 2PItR2L
o
L of the cylinder
(5.10)
Thus one obtains, as is known, an increase in inertia by double the
amount of the inert mass of the fluid displaced by the cylinder itself.
For the improved calculation of the outer ~tential flow there results
Following we limit ourselves to small times t for which the two first
terms of the series development represent a sufficient approximation.
In this approx~tion the line Y = ~*(x~t) Practically represents a
circle; that is to say, a circle with increasing radius r, the center
of which, for t>O, ‘&es not coincide
section, but travels slowly downstream.
reads formally
(r = b cos ,9+ al -
—
.
with that of the cylinder cross-
The equation
b2 A
)sin* 792~
of such a circle
i!.,
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(a = radius, b = displacement of the center), and if b <<a . .“
.
,,.
.,
r =a+bco.sfi
[01
+Og
We identify
a(t) = R + 2an~,
b(t) =~fi{
1
Jm)cotn+l:
(5.12)
If, temporarily, F,T, denote polar coordinates about the center
of this circle in motion relative to the cylinder, the potential flow
appertaining to the lat~er, the streamline of which is the line
r.R+b*, that is, r = a(t), is given by the potential
thus the potential flow here required in the polar coordinate system r,O
fixed relative to the body by
( a2Ol=til+ a )(r cos ti- b) (5.13).r -2brcos~+b2
,,
,,
At first we introduce dtiensionless
choose R as the characteristic length,
to cover the distance R, starting from
as the characteristic t~e, thus
,.
quantities as follows: We
and the time T the body requires
the beginning of motion t . 0,
1-
[ 1
A
R n+lT. (n+l)~ (5.14)
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Hence results the characteristicvelocity
1
n=
R
()
COR
-=—
T n+l
and the Reynolds number Re formed with this velocity and the length
R becomes18
(5.15)
By making dimensionless the variable lengths x, y, r, a, b by
dividing by R, the time t by dividing by T, the velocity ~(t)
by dividingby R/T, the potential by dividing by R2/T, and the
pressure by dividing by pR2/T2 (we denote.the dimensionless quantities
by adding a wavy line), we obtain
11
% . 1+ 2~Re-z~=,
1 .n$
;= 4(n+ l)L (m) Re2t ;
n,l
‘-- 1
(5.12a)
181f one forms the Reynolds number Rel with the length G
one obtains
~
Rel = (R/T)@jv =Re2
Furthermore,
l
and
21
~
S*
[
P Za
1
4(n+ l)(n,l(m)W+l -
‘=7 n- Cos x .R
~e?!
(’j.lla)
We consider ftist the case n . 1 of uniform acceleration from a
state of rest. Followtigj Pi without more precise data will.represent
those additive portions of the pressure ;1 = P1/(PR2/T2) which do not
make any contributions to the pressure and are therefore not of interest
to us. Furthermore, terms of the order 0(b2/R2) compared with 1 are
neglected. One obtains for the pressure calculation according to the
B~oulli equation at the distance from the wall ~ . b~
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According to equation (4.4)
In the
31(% 0> ‘%= 51(5?;;,. t) -f%%?.
o
small tties of interest to us there is
(4.4a)
therefore
-’(5.17)
O the two last integrals
on the right are, if b/R is chosen so large that these asymptotic
values are attained with the desirable accurac~, numbers independent of
the variation of the boundary-layer edge b(~,t) with ~. The first
integral at the right, together with the corresponding second term at
the right in equat~o~ (5.16), may also be combined into an expression
independent of b(x,t), namely the eXpreSSiOn
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.
Thus the variation of b(%)%) over
judgtig what terms ~ke contributions to
it should be. If ,onefinally inserts
... .
..... .
1
.—
@,.2Re 2Z
1
z’dq,
does not
pressure
play any role
drag which is
in
as
all together one obtains, therefore,
(5.13)
Thus the followirig.pressure drag of a circular cylinder of the length L
for small times after start of the motion and h first order for large
Revalues results
2piR2LCo ~=W Is the potential-theoretical”pressure
equation (5.10).) According to Blasiuslcalculations
furthermore, according to the authoris numerical evaluation
drag. (Compare
3a1= 2/fi(=l.128),
= o.09e04
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.
Thus the.result in dimensional form is
.. ( ~2~,m2 )1+0..392~ t4 .‘fi R
--
As friction drag
J ~dx2fi$(x, O, t) sin RwR=pv o
there results from Blasius’ calculation results19
WR .
For sufficiently
isj the friction drag
according to the same
the pressure drag.
(WD @& )gt4O R fi-0”029R2 l
(5.19) ‘
(5.X))
spell times t(% e< 1) thus WR = WD - W
Do~ that
increases immediately after start of the motion
law as the contribution of the skin friction to
‘Thetotal drag becomes
In fipyre 2 we represented these results ustig the dimensionless
% = t/T (with T . ~~% for the present case n = 1), thus the
relations
‘D ~+
‘V7 &.u8 + 1.569 ~4),—= (5.191)!JDo R
1% order to obtain the term with” t4, one must here include in
e,quation(5.2) also the third term of the series. The necessary data
:nayhe fo’md in Blasius’ report, footnote 4.
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.
WR
~ &.@.—=—
‘DO
0.u.6~4),
w.
G &(2. 257 + 1.453%4)l—=1+—
‘DO R
(5.201)
(5.211)
Our formulas can be applied with good approximation only for very small
times after start of the motion (solidly drawn parts of the curves),
because we had, for the sake of simplicity, taken into consideration
only a few terms of the development (5.2); but of course, with a little
calculation expenditure they can be easily improved, at least so far
that they are valid up to times shortly after setting-in of the separation.
Thevalue ~.~.(.~—-) 0.586 = 0.766 plotted in figure 2 indicates
the the of the start of separation, in first approximation, at the
rearward stagnation point according to Blasius. (Compare also appendix.)
For an arbitrary Integral n > 0 one obtains correspondingly as
pressure drag with fi(t)= Cotn and WDO = 2PrR2L d~/dt
For the calculation of the coefficient of t~+2 sufficient numerical
data concerning ~~,l(q) are lacking so far. For this reasonwe lhit
ourselves h our numerical statements to the first term of the develop-7
~
ment with time (term with t2) and put the question whether the law
WR = WD - WDO obtained above for n = 1, for times immediately after
start of the motion, is valid also for arbitrary n > 0. The friction
drag has for these small times the value
(5.23)
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In the appendix the exact expressions for {nO(V) are derived.
)
However, the relation
2n (n!)2 22(2n+ l)~n=~~O(0) = 2 ——
> (2n)! @?
(5.24) .
is valid; we produce a very simple proof for it in the appendix (one
may confirm it also with the aid of the tables of the appendix we
calculated for n=l, 2, 3, andk). Thus, for very small times after
start of the motion, there applies indeed
viz:
WR = WD - WDO 1
.WD W2an!(n-l)! (n> O).
OR
)
(5.25)
(2n)! @
(One has 2%! (n - l)!/(2n)! I/i-=1.1284 for n = 1; 0.7522 for n = 2;
0.6018 for n = 3; 0.5158 for n
One may now consider more
{
{
o
u(t) =
f(t)
= 4, etc.)
general laws of motion of the form
for t50
for t zO(f(0) =0)
and carry out corresponding calculations. If one presupposes that the
function f(t) defined in t PO can be developed into a Taylor series
around t = O which converges for the small times ()St <<tA after
start of the motion which are of interest to us, one may attain the
result quite analogously with a series expression correspondingly
generalized compared to equation (5.2). One can interpret the
law 17= Cotn which has been valid so far as the first term of the
development with time of such a general law of motion. Hence it follows
I
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that for all th’eselaws of motion the prtion of the pressure drag
caused by friction w~ - w% increases immediately after the start of
motion according to the same law (5.25) as the friction drag. This is
a noteworthy quality of the circular cylinder.
One may also include the case of a sudden start of motion in these
considerations; it is true that one must then accept, corresponding to
this degeneration of the form of motion at the time t = O> infinite
pressures and drags at the the t . 0. With ~ z Co . const. for t ~0
one obtains
and
(5.27)
.o,2a(v) is explainedat the endof the appendix. WeThe function ~
did not numerically determine the coefficients at t2 in equations (5.26)
and (5.27). Because of ~ . ~ C~’o(0)(= l/@= 0.5642) the law stated
.
above WR = W - W is valid als~ in this limiting case n = O of
D
‘o
the sudden start of motion, for times immediately after the start of
motion. Here in particular WD . 0 (d’Alembert’s paradox).
o
,.
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A FEW CALCULATIONS REGARDING
APPENDIX
TEE DEVELOPMENT
NACA TM 1315
OF THE BOUNDARY LAYERS
A few calculations will be given in this appendix which yield,
among other data, those required for the preceding investigation -
(section 5) concerning the basic functions {n i(7) of the unsteady
boundary layers; for the rest, they represent &erely an extension of
the related calculations by Blasius. We give these calculations apart
from the previous considerations, first, because they wo~d have
disrupted the connection there, and second, because the dattiand tables
attained are of interest in their own right.
AS assumed in section 5, let a velocity proportional to tn(n>O) l
be imparted to a body from a state of rest relative to the surrounding
indefinitely extended fluid,,beginning at t = O. The @ential-
theoretical circumferential velocity U(x,O,t) = Uo(x,t) then has the
form (5.1). For calculation of the boundary layer development from
i . 0, if a generalization is made of the series set up by Blasius
for n = O and n = 1, the expression
with (1)
lp y/2p
for the stresm function $ of the boundary-layer flow is obtained and
one obtains for the functions Xn ~ by substituting equation (1)
,
.
into the boundary layer differential equation (1.1) a system of
differential equations solved by recursion; we limit ourselves here to
the two first equations of this system which read
+ 2q
+ 2q
axn,o
4n—=- 4nq(x),
h
ax (ax apxnon,O4(2n+l)~=4 ——.h aq ax;
%,0 %,0
~
)
——-qq’ l
ax bT2
(2)
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We assume first n (later 2n) to be an integer. Then the.solutions
may be represented with the aid of Hermite polynomials. With the
statements
.
x = ddgn,o(n),
n,O
x
n,l = q(x)q’(x)~n,l(~) I
one obtains from equation (2) the ordinary differential equations
(3)
(4)
(5)
The boundary conditions to be satisfiedby ~n o and ~n,l are
9
formulated in equation (5.4)
.
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In the case of a plane wall moving in its own plane,
w = ?@ qtnCn,O(V) represents the complete solution
of q = Corlst.), not only in the boundary-layer theory
set up here, but in strict fdfillment of the complete
eq~tions. m The calculation of ~ may take place
nzO
temporary splitting-off
transforms equation (4) into
9; - %’?;- 2(2n+ l)q)n=0
(because
approximation
Navier-Stokes
as fo’llows. The
(6)
(7)
.
20Because of UO = Uo(t), u = U(y,t) and v s O, the Navier-
Stokes equations are for these motions simplified to
au ~ a2u +%
—=—
at ay2 at “
T-heanalogy between
‘o
- u and the corresponding solutions of the
problem of heat conduction has been known for a long the; it offered
one of the few possibilities of attaining exact solutions of the
Navier-Stokes equations. For the rest, one can see for the present”
problem that the first term qt~’
n,O of the series development
following from equation (1) for u as a“solution of the above equation
approximately satisfies the boundary-layer equation in the sense that
only the terms of highest order are taken into consideration for small
times after start of the motion, whereas the quadratic inertia terms
are neglected. The iterative improvement of this first approximation
for small times then yields step by step the ascending terms of the
series we set up formally at the outset. This consideration led
Blasius, (elsewhere), at the time to his special series formulations
for n=O and n = 1.
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For every $ntegral
equation21 is
31
2n 20 the general solution of this differential
(8)
(cl, C2 are integration constants). As is well known, the Hermite
~lynomials ~(x)
X2
(Hm(x) = e -
are given by
(in the form originally given by Hermite). For further use we also put
~(iX) = i~(X) , thus
ire(x)= e-
~(-&)me% = ~ (2~)~(2x)m-2’ (lo)K.! >OS K_e~
furthermore
f
xe+ti,
‘J”)=G m d~~ “OR(X) = --& (11)
2%!ompare, for &stance, E. K~e “Differentialgleichungen:
dsungsmethoden und L6’sungen,I Gewohnliche Differentialgleichungen”
(Differentialequations: Methods of solutions and solutions, I.
ordtiary differential eauations) Leipzig 1942, Part C, No. 2;41, ad
put there x = ip.q.
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(so that in particular 1 + @ = o represents the error integral, 01
0
the error function). By using these expressions, a simple recalculation
from equation (8) gives the general solution of equation (4) as
(12)
~cwith C2* = — 2“
n,. (m) = 1 and C2* = -n!/(2n) ! becauseCl = O because of ~’
of ~~ 0(0) = O and ~2n(0) = (ti)!/n!. ~he pol~omial Sw ~
equati~n (12) disappears for ~ = O and integral n term by term,
since either 2n - ~ or K - 1 is an oddnumber~. Thus the desired
particular integral of (4)22 reads
[
2n
vow =1 +
1
al(v) ~(:)(- 1.)K~2n.+))HK-l(TI).‘;zn(n)oo(?)- .(2n)!
(13)
Because of o~(q) = (- l)%l(?)H~-l(?) the solution may also be
written in the following form which is more elegant than equation (13)
but less serviceable for practical calculation
(13a)
--
%he direct and elementary derivation of the solution for
integal na O,, and therewith for integral 2n ~0, compare below,
fails to work if n does not have this property. But in that case,
too, the solutions are easily found if one makes use of the analogy to
the corresponding solutions of linear heat conduction (compare
footnote 20 to this report) and represents the solution according to
the singularitymethod.
33
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t
According to equation (13) one has in particular
Ooh) != O(q),
1(474+ 2M2 + 33)WJ9) ,
~~,o(d = 1 + ~~6n8+ 224T16+ 840q4+ 840T12+ 105) UIO(II)
(@6 + lo%4 + 37072 + 279)@vjl .
*>
. . .
. ..
.,
(13b)
Thence one obtains by elementary quadrature
~n,o(~)j likewise
expressed by On and 0, with polynomial coefficients. The numerical
evaluation is r~produced~in table 123. Because of the special impor-
tance of the solutions (; o (rI) as boundary-layer profiles u/qtn
.
in the case of the plane w&ll (compare above) we represented them in
figure 3.10wing to 5* = Gm-hl+n(n - {no(q)) = 2~~t the stream-
line displacement thiclmess b can easily ~e taken from the numerical
cal table 1; compare-also table 2.1
since it follows directly from equation (7), by single differ-
entiation, that the general titegral q ~ is the first derivative of
n.+2
the general integral Vn with respect to ~, it is, with the”
boundary conditions satisfied, easy to find as expressions for the basic
functions ~nd,o(q) with the integral n
2
1
(14)
a
23A11 numerical calculations were performed by MiSS Ursula Ludewig.
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Therein
.. E: ~(o) =’2a w &
(a)! @
(15)
~“
. . .
In order to calculate the fundamental functions of the first order
~n,l(?)~ the total co~se of’ ~n,o(q) must be known (according to
equation (5)). Only the additional knowledge of {“ (0) is required
n,l
for the problem which is of foremost interest, the question regarding
location and time of a possible separation of the boundary layer in
first approximation.
For because of ‘“
()au nG Y=o 2&E [= — qc;,o(o)
one obtains in first approximation
1+qq’tn+h:,l(o) + l l l
the connection
t= ‘1
-$ 0(0)+
C1’(x)(:,l(o)
(16)
for location x and time t of the separation. On the other hand,
~ 1(m) (compare section 5), with a view to thewe are interested in c
#
calculation of the displacement thickness. These two data can be
determined without solution of the differential equation (5) by a
well-known method as follows: O(q) is assumed to be a function of ~
in O ~TI ~CO provided with the continuity”properties required for the
following calculation. By partial integration one obtains the following
relations. If Ln and Mn are the differential operators
Ln . + 4(2n + 1),
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one has
We choose, therefore, $ = O
~,o(~) so that’”’
[1Ma on n,O =
with (l’i’a)
?9,0(o)” = -1, On,o(m) = o
If then equation (5) and the
are taken into consideration
boundary conditions valid for {
n,l(q)
the result is
!:,l(0) =Jomdn,o(Tl)4[:,02 - Kn,oK~,o
)
- 1 d~. (lp)
On the other hand we choose $ . 19n,Jq) so that
1.1%~n,mJ
with
on Jo) = o, dn,~(~) finite
> J
‘- . . .
,.. ,
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...
Then one obtains, in analow ~~
....
.,
It is”easily confirmed that
.,
. ,.
‘furthermoreby comparison with equation (7)
(19)
(20)
Therewith the desired functions $n o and Sn ~ are traced back to
the known basic functions of zero o~der ~
>
q+l,o.
Numerical evaluation yielded for n = 0, 1, 2, 3, and k all
together the data here of interest given in table 2. It also shows the
numerical values of an. For the n-values 1, 2, 3, and 4 one finds
the law (5.24) confirmed. A general proof of this law may be produced
with a few calculations on the basis of the known expressions
for {n,()(?). A much simpler proof of the relation (5.24) will be
present~d below. As mentioned above, the expression
is the strict solution for
with U = qtn (q= const.)
u= qfwob-i)
the boundary-layer profile on a plane wall
outside of the boundary layer. The wall
shearing stress according to the momentum theorem of the boundary
layers is generally
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thus for the above flow, due to the .vehcity
independent of x as well as due to b
z=-
%= [ 1lfi n- CnJdq+c1 >
distribution u(q,t)
J’~+~6(~ - u)@ = P -$(Ub*) = pq(2n + l)an~ tn-–.‘P‘o= , 2
On the other hand
37
being
(22)
(23)
and thus in combination with equation (15), as asserted,
@l+l(n:)2
2(2n+ l)%= q,o(o) =
(al).: @“
In the case of the flow about a circular cylinder
(5.24)
moved rectilinearly
out of a state of rest, tivestigated in section-5 [compare equation (5.8)3
one has q(x) = 2C0 sin x/R and therefore -q’(x)- = Zo/R
for x/R = fi. Thus the separation starts according to equation (16)
at the rearward stagnation point at the time
1
(compare table 3). The distance covered by the cylinder duiing that
time is
/SA = CotAn+l (n + “1)= R~” (0)/2(n + 1)~” (0)n)O n,l
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FinaIly we want to give a few indications where to find further
data regartig the basic f~mctions of the plane nonsteady boundary-layer
flow. The series development (5.2) written down up ti the third term
reads
[
a(n+l) q’a$n aa + qq’’gn,a) + . ..].$= 2$/’7 qtn $,0 + tn+h’cn,l + t ( J
Blasius gives, in addition to the functions c~,~(n) ~d tl,o(n)
calculated above, the rigorous solutions $1(1) and $l(v).
)
Beyond that, he calculates the nunerical val;es ~~ 2a(0) and ~~ 2b(0)
9 9
which are of interest for the determination of the separation.
S. Goldstein and L. Rosenhead24 give the exact expressions for Co,2a(TI)
ad $,m(v)o These integrals were, by the way, numerically determined
before by Boltze25 on the occasion of treatment of the corresponding
problem n = O of rotationally symmetrical flows which seas to have
escaped the attention of the authors.
Translated by Mary L. Mahler
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics
24ComPare footnote 6 of this report.
25
:Compare footnote 5 of this report.
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TABLE1
0
0.l
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
2.0
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
3.0
3.1
3.2
0
0.005(
0.0224
OOO’XK
0,087s
0.1355
0,1917
0.2555
0.3270
0,4040
0.4861
0.5723
0,6615
0.7541
0.8485
0.9444
1.0416
1.1396
1.2383
1.3374
1.4368
1.5364
1.6362
1.7360
1.8359
1.9359
2.0359
2.1358
2.2358
2.3358
2.4358
2.5358
2.6358
0 1.M34
0.U25 L Ii172
0.22271.0841
0.32871.0313
0.4284 0.9615
,0.5205 0.8788
0.6039 0.7872
0.67780.6913
0.74210.5950
0.7969O.xa
0.8427 0,4151
0.8802 0.3365
0.9103 0.2673
0.93400.2082
0.9523 0.1589
0.9661 0. u89
0.9763 0.0872
0.98380.0627
0.9891 0.0442
0.9s280.0305
0,99530.0207
0.99700.0137
0.99810.0089
0l99890.0057
0,99930.0036
0.99960.0022
0.9998 0.0013
0.99990.0008
0.99990.0004
1.00000.0003
1.00000.0001
1.00000,0001
1.00000.0000
b,o ~i,o ~:,o ~2,0
o 0 2.2568 0
0.0K)60.ZQ641.87930.0138
0.0401.0.37731.5464O.OIM
0.08510.51721.25690.1049
0.14260.63011.00850.1721
0.21.030.72010.79860.2485
D. 286d o l 7910 0.6237 0.3327
0.3680 0,8459 0.4804 0.4215
D. 428 o.88&J 0.3647 0.5138
0.5$52 0.9197 0.2728 0. 6Q87
D.63u O.*32 o. mlo 0.7052
Q.7337 0l 9a4 0,1459 oom30
D. 8304 0.9728 0.1o42 0.5015
~. 9281 0.9816 0.0733 1.0006
1.0266 0.9878 0.0507 1.1000
1.M56 0.9923 0.0345 1.1996
1.2250 0. 99k8 0.0231 10299
1.3245 0.9967 0.0152 1.3993
1.4243 0.9979 0.0098 1.4992
1.5241 0.9987 0.0063 L 59!2
1.62M 0.9992 0.0039 1.6991
1.72ho 0.9995 0.0024 1.7991
1.8239 o* 9997 0.0015 1.8991
1.9239 0.9999 ;,. 000a 1.9991
2.0239 0l 9999 0.0005 2.0991
2.1239 1.0000 0.0003 2,1991
2.2239 1.0000 0.0002 2.2991
2;3239 1.0000 0.0001 ------
2.4239 1.0000 0.0000 ------
I--------------------------------------------.
3.61.08
0.2;382:F9E o.o~620.3;672.5762
0.46381.72980.05840.%45 1.8184
0.6139 1.2896 0. u89 0.6718 1.2695
0.7251 O.gyll 0.1923 0.7835 0 l 87.63
00E!0660.6916 0.2745 0.8564 0.5978
0.8656 0.4972 0.3628 0.9059 0.4031
0.977 0.3529 0.4552 0.939 0l 2685
0.9374 0.2473 0. 5Y2 0.9610 0.1766
0l 9581 0.1709 0 l 6471 0 l 9753 0 l 1147
0.9724 0.1166 0.7451 0.9846 0.0736
0.9820 0.0784 0.8439 0.9505 0.0466
0. 988L 0.052J 0.9432 0 l 9942 0.0291
0.9927 0.0340 1.0427 0.9966 0.0179
0.9954 0.0219 1.1425 0, ggtn 0.0309
0.9972 0.0139 1.2423 0,9988 0.0065
0 l 9983 0.0087 L3@2 0.9993 0.0038
0.9950 0.0053 1.4422 0.9996 0.0023
0.9994 0.0032 1.5421 0.9998 0.0013
0.9996 0.0019 1.6421 0.9999 0.0CQ7
o l 9993 O.oou 1.7421 0.9999 0.0004
0.9999 0.0007 1.8421 1.0000 0.0002
0l 9999 0.0004 1.9421 1.0000 0.0001
1.0000 0.0002 2.0421 1.00Q00.0001
1.0000 0.0001 2.1421 1.0000 0.0000
1:(X3000.0001 ------ ------ -—---
1.OOOO0.0000 ------ ------ ------
-—--- ------ ------ ------ ------
------ ------ ------ ------ --.---
- ---- ------ ------ ------ ------
- ---- ------ ------ ------ ------
- ---- ------ ------ ------ ..----
4.1266 g
0.0:82 0.3:15 2.7858 ~
0.06460.57101.8638
o.12g80..72351.2296
o.2om 0.8237o.b35
0.29340.8889o.51g2
0.384510.9N7 0.3316
0.47900.95730.m93
0,57570,97400.1305
D.6736o.98~ 0.0804
D.7?24ol95070.0489
0.87170.99460.0294
o*9713,0.99690,0175
1.071010.9* o.o1o2
1.1709~o.99$Xl0.0059
1.2708~0.9W4 0,0034
1.3708{0.99970.0019
1.4708~0.99$J80.0010
1.5708;0.99990.0005
1.67070.99990.0003
1.77071.00000.0002
L 87o71.00000.0001
1,97071.00000.0000
-------.----------
-----------------
m-----------------
--.---------------
------------------
--—-- ------------
------------------
----- ------------
----- ------------
.---- ------------
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TABLE2
n % {:,.(0) Kn;l(’=) !;;1(0)
o 0.5642 1.1284 0.418 1.607
1 0.3761 2.2568 0.138 0.963
.2” 0.3009 3.oo5n 0.072 0.736
3.6108 0.046 0.632
i :: z 4.1266 0.033 0.552
d
START OF SEPARATION tA
CASE OF A CIRCULAR
TADLE 3
AND DISTANCE ~VEILED SA IN TEE
CYLINDER MOVED RECTILINEARLY
OUT OF A STATE OF REST
o 0.’351 0.351
1 1.082 0.586
2 1.258 0.663
1.300 0 l 714
2 1.302 0.748
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Figure 1.- Regarding definition of 5*.
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NACA TM 1315
Figure2.- Pressure drag WD, frictiondrag WR, and totaldrag
W= WD+WR ofthecircularcylinderforvery small times afterstart
ofthemotion foruniform accelerationoutofa stateofrest.
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Figure 3.- Course of the functions Ln,o(q) for n = O, 1, 2, 3, and 4.
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